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Abstract: Effective use of energy storage systems (ESS) is important to reduce unnecessary power
consumption. In this paper, a day-ahead two-stage ESS-scheduling model based on the use of
a machine learning technique for load prediction has been proposed for minimizing the operating
cost of the energy system. The proposed algorithm consists of two stages of ESS. In the first
stage, ESS is used to minimize demand charges by reducing the peak load. Then, the remaining
capacity is used to reduce energy charges through arbitrage trading, thereby minimizing the total
operating cost. To achieve this purpose, accurate load prediction is required. Machine learning
techniques are promising methods owing to the ability to improve forecasting performance. Among
them, ensemble learning is a well-known machine learning method which helps to reduce variance
and prevent overfitting of a model. To predict loads, we employed bootstrap aggregating (bagging) or
random forest technique-based decision trees after Holt–Winters smoothing for trends. Our combined
method can increase the prediction accuracy. In the simulation conducted, three combined prediction
models were evaluated. The prediction task was performed using the R programming language.
The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was verified by using Python’s PuLP library.

Keywords: energy storage system; two-stage algorithm; load prediction; machine learning; ensemble
learning; bagging; random forest

1. Introduction

With the growing demand in global electricity, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have also
increased significantly. Global efforts such as the Kyoto protocol and the Paris Agreement [1] have been
made to reduce GHGs. Nevertheless, GHG emissions have continued to accelerate. Renewable energy
source (RES) and ESS have are currently gaining attention as a solution to these problems. However,
RESs adoption is delayed owing to high investment costs and the fact that uncertainties can affect the
power system. In this regard, the use of ESS has increased dramatically in recent years. The reason is
not only that it operates without uncertainty but also because it enables various services, such as peak
reduction, arbitrage trading, demand response (DR), and frequency regulation (FR). However, accurate
load forecasting [2–4] is necessary to provide these various services.

Thus, many studies on the utilization of ESS have been reported. Ke et al. [5] proposed a frequency
regulation method with the battery life through the rain-flow algorithm, which is calculated regarding
the depth of discharge (DOD). In a different study, the size, type, and location of ESS were assigned
using a genetic algorithm (GA) and then ESS scheduling was performed by including a penalty cost for
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reverse flow. However, the working principle of the ESS regarding the predicted load was not described
in detail [6]. Furthermore, a hybrid optimization of ESS in a photovoltaic (PV) integrated electric vehicle
(EV) charging station has also been proposed. However, in each case, the load prediction method for
ESS scheduling was not much discussed. In [7], the hybrid optimization was divided into rule-based
and deterministic algorithm according to real-time prices. However, the proposed hybrid optimization
method is only suitable for real-time plans and not for other prices. In [8,9], a cost minimization
algorithm using hierarchical demand management was proposed. However, this algorithm does not
use ESS and load prediction techniques.

With the development of sub-metering machines, a collection of load data has been made easy.
Particularly, the development of the smart grid has made it possible to measure the load in real-time,
enabling big data collection. Recently, many studies have been conducted to predict load using machine
learning techniques because they have some advantages in predicting via computing-intensive learning.
Hong [10] proposed a method of analyzing and predicting Taiwan regional electric load using support
vector regression (SVR). Shi et al. [11] and Marino et al. [12] presented a method for estimating household
load and building energy load using a recurrent neural network (RNN) as a deep learning technique.
Abdel-Nasser and Mahmoud [13] proposed the use of long-short term memory recurrent neural network
(LSTM-RNN) to predict the output power of photovoltaic systems accurately. Grmanová et al. [14]
showed how to analyze and predict smart grid performance in Europe using ensemble learning.

The prediction method used in this paper is based on [14,15] with ensemble learning. Ensemble
learning can compensate for a single learning problem by taking a representative value of the learning
results in each base model.

Herein, we propose a day-ahead scheduling method that sequentially considers peak reduction
and arbitrage trading using ESS. This method is especially suitable for environments where the demand
charge and the energy charge are divided, as in the case of Korea’s tariff system. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm can be used to determine the hierarchical ESS output schedule based on predicted load data
and market price. Optimal scheduling was calculated using mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
and simulated using actual Inha University predictive load data in South Korea.

Our work has a focus on use of a statistical model with Holt–Winters smoothing and ensemble
learning. Based on this prediction including peaks, two-stage ESS operation is planned to reduce the
cost using peak control and arbitrage trading, as shown Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Methodology diagram flow.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, an ensemble learning based
load prediction technique is discussed. In Section 3, we present a mathematical description of the
two-stage ESS optimization problem. Section 4 presents a case study for verifying the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm and prediction techniques. Discussions and conclusions are presented
in Section 5.
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2. Load Prediction Using Ensemble Learning

Ensemble learning is a method of deriving a representative value by combining the results of
several base models, thereby preventing overfitting and enhancing prediction accuracy owing to its
ability to lower the variance [14]. Ensemble learning can be categorized into two types regarding
the base model. If the base models used in the ensemble model are all the same, it is referred to as
homogeneous learning (or horizontal ensemble framework), and if they are different, the ensemble is
referred to as heterogeneous learning (or vertical ensemble framework) [16]. In this paper, we used
bagging and random forest, which are homogeneous learning methods involving the use of a decision
tree as a base model. Since the decision tree is a supervised learning method, appropriate predictors
are needed to predict the response (load) [17]. Thus, we generated predictors using the feature
engineering approach.

2.1. Decision Tree and Feature Engineering

A decision tree is a technique for performing classification and prediction with respect to certain
rules and it is also referred to as classification and regression tree (CART) [18]. A decision tree
consists of nodes, such as a root node, intermediate nodes, and terminal nodes, according to a certain
predictor rule. The estimate (or predictive value) is the average of the responses categorized as
a terminal node [17]. We employed recursive partitioning regression trees (RPART) proposed in [19]
and conditional inference trees (CTREE) proposed in [20]. RPART is a decision tree that uses recursive
partitioning technique, making it possible to create more intuitive models and to predict more accurately
than the conventional methods. CTREE solves the overfitting problem associated encountered when
using recursive partitioning in a conditional inference framework.

Feature engineering is the process of handling initial data and creating features by using the
knowledge of the data to increase the performance of the machine learning model or to generate the
data to be used as input of the machine learning model [21,22]. Decision trees are not able to estimate
the trend well, because they derive the appropriate response for predictors. Thus, we analyzed the load
after separating it into the trend and the remainder. The trend part was estimated or predicted using
Holt–Winters smoothing [23] technique while de-trend part was estimated using ensemble learning
method. We used the period of the de-trend data to generate the predictor to be used in the decision
tree. The period can be expressed using sine and cosine curves and can be used as a predictor along
with the seasonal effect.

2.2. Bagging and Random Forest

Bagging is an ensemble learning technique which involves the use of bootstrap sampling. Bagging
can be used to generate several bootstrap samples from one training data and the sample can be used
to fit different decision trees [24]. The bagging result was calculated as an average, thus, reducing the
variance of the model. This principle is the same as that the variance of the sample mean becomes σ2/n
when n samples are drawn from a population with variance σ2 [17]. The value obtained using the
bagging can be defined as follows:

f̂bag(x) =
1
B

B∑
b=1

f̂ ∗b(x) (1)

where x is the response, B denotes the number of bootstrap sample, and f̂ ∗b(x) denotes the value
obtained by applying the bth bootstrap sample to the decision tree.

Bagging is an excellent way of reducing variance, although it has one problem: If there are
predictors that have a much greater influence on the decision tree, the result is dominated by these
influential predictors even if the decision tree is repeatedly generated many times. It is possible to
prevent cases of all the three models made similar by making decision tree models using only a few
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predictors, which is referred to as a random forest [17,18]. Random forests use regression trees with
only p/3 number of predictors when there is p number of predictors.

2.3. Load Predicton Model

In this paper, we discuss the three models that were used as a prediction model by using bagging
with RPART, CTREE, or random forest. The three models can be summarized as follows:

1. Model 1: Holt–Winters smoothing + Bagging with RPART
2. Model 2: Holt–Winters smoothing + Bagging with CTREE
3. Model 3: Holt–Winters smoothing + Random Forest

We used the rpart, party, and randomForest R packages for the models, respectively. We also used
a deep neural network (DNN) with 10 hidden layers as a comparison model to demonstrate the
performance of ensemble learning. DNN was implemented through the neuralnet R packages. As the
model accuracy measures regarding the test data, root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute
error (MAE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) were calculated. The three measures are
defined as follows:

RMSE =

√√
1
n

n∑
t=1

(yt − ŷt)
2 (2)

MAE =
1
n

n∑
t=1

∣∣∣yt − ŷt
∣∣∣ (3)

MAPE =
100
n

n∑
t=1

∣∣∣∣∣ yt − ŷt

yt

∣∣∣∣∣ (%) (4)

where t denotes the time point, n denotes the number of the time points in test data in the model.

3. Two-Stage ESS-Scheduling Algorithm

The two-stage algorithm aims to minimize electric charges by using ESS and machine
learning-based load prediction. In Korea’s tariff system, electric charges are divided into demand
charges and energy charges, which are caused by peak load and energy consumption, respectively.
Generally, demand charges are 10 times more expensive than energy charges and can be maintained for
one year when renewed [25] (e.g., demand charge is 6490 KRW/kW, and energy charges are 60.5, 86.3,
and 119.8 for the off-peak, mid-peak, and on-peak, respectively). Therefore, the proposed algorithm is
considered as a hierarchical structure, which minimizes demand charges by first reducing peak loads,
and minimizing energy charges through the arbitrage trading with the remaining capacity of the ESS.
Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the ESS optimization algorithm.

To use the 2-stage algorithm, it receives input data (electricity price, ESS information, load data,
initial peak load) and makes predicted load data based on machine learning. Specifically, the loads
used in this paper are fixed loads and load scheduling is not considered. the algorithm is operated
between working time, i.e., t = twork,s − twork,e. Upon setting these parameters, peak of the predicted
load is compared with the initial peak load. If the peak of the predicted load is greater than the initial
peak load, perform stage 1 and stage 2 sequentially; otherwise, perform only stage 2. This process
repeats until t = T. T means the number of time steps for which electricity charges are set.

In stage 1, ESS is scheduled for peak load minimization. And then updates the initial peak load.
Stage 2 perform ESS scheduling to minimize the energy cost through arbitrage trading, while not
exceeding the peak load updated in stage 1. Finally, calculate the economic benefits using the determined
ESS power schedule.
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3.1. ESS Optimization Model for Minimizing Demand Charges (Stage 1)

ESS can perform peak reduction service by charging at off-peak and discharging at on-peak.
Alternatively, ESS may make arbitrage trading on time-of-usage (TOU). As mentioned earlier, demand
charges in Korea’s tariff system is a major part of electric charges paid. Therefore, the ESS optimization
model performs stage 1 before stage 2. The mathematical model of stage 1 is as follows:

min
{
Cdem × Ppeak

}
(5)

Equation (5) is the objective function of stage 1 used for minimizing demand charges by reducing
the peak load. In stage 1, the optimization model is implemented to obtain a lower peak load.
The symbol Cdem, denotes demand charges that do not change with time while Ppeak denotes the peak
load. Demand charge is a constant determined only by magnitude of peak load. The objective function
is subject to several constraints, as shown below:

Ppeak = max
{(

Pload,t − Psch,t, Ppeak,ini
)}

, ∀ t (6)

Pgrid,t = Pload,t − (udhc,t × Pdch,t − ucha,t × Pcha,t), ∀ t (7)

Psch,t = udhc,t × Pdch,t − ucha,t × Pcha,t, ∀ t (8)

− Pcha,max ≤ Psch,t ≤ Pdch,max, ∀ t (9)
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udch,t + ucha,t ≤ 1, ∀ t (10)

SOCt+1 = SOCt − udch,t × Pdch,t × η
−1
dch + ucha,t × Pcha,t × ηcha , ∀ t (11)

SOCmin ≤ SOCt ≤ SOCmax , ∀ t (12)

SOCini = SOC f in (13)

where the time step ∆t represents 15 min because electric charges are measured and determined every
15 min in Korea, Ppeak,ini denotes the initial peak load that determines the current demand charge.
Ppeak and Pload,t refer to the peak load determined in Equation (6) and the actual load, respectively.
Pdch,t, udhc,t, Pcha,t, and ucha,t denote the discharge power, discharge state variable, charging power,
and charging state variable, respectively. These are decision variables for this problem and are used
to calculate Ppeak through Equation (6). Psch,t denotes the scheduled ESS power. Equation (6) implies
that, after ESS operation, the peak load needs to be updated if it is larger than the initial peak load.
Pgrid,t in Equation (7) is the active power injected to the network by independent system operator
(ISO). The load except the scheduled ESS output is shown in Equation (7). Equation (8) represents the
power of the scheduled ESS, whereas Equation (9) limits its range. Furthermore, Equation (10) denotes
a constraint that prevents simultaneous charging and discharging. Specifically, udhc,t and ucha,t are
integer variables that determine the state of ESS for each time. The process in state-of-charge (SOC) can
be evaluated as discussed in Equation (11). ηdch and ηcha refer to discharging efficiency and charging
efficiency, respectively. Equation (12) denotes a constraint which ensures that ESS operates within the
appropriate SOC range and ensures safe operation. As Equation (13) shows, the initial SOC and final
SOC were set to have the same value. This implies that the constraint prevents excessive charge and
discharge on a specific day.

3.2. ESS Optimization Model for Minimizing Energy Charges (Stage 2)

In stage 1, ESS produces the best performance in reducing the peak load. Thus, stage 2 is performed
with values determined in stage 1 and remaining capacity. In stage 2, the ESS optimization model
discharges when the electric price is low and charges when it is high to minimize energy charges.
At this time, the peak load determined in stage 1 must not be exceeded. The peak load determined in
stage 1 is added as a constraint, and the rest of constraint is the same as stage 1:

min
T∑

t = 1

{
Cene,t ×

(
Pload,t − Psch,t

)
× ∆t

}
(14)

(
Pload,t − Psch,t

)
≤ Ppeak, ∀ t (15)

where Cene,t denotes the energy charges with respect to time-of-usage (TOU); T denotes the number of
time steps for which the electricity charges are measured. Equation (14) shows the objective function of
stage 2 which can be used to minimize energy charges through arbitrage trading. There is no peak
update through arbitrage trading based on Equation (15). Therefore, the demand charges are not
renewed, and the total electric charge is minimized. The other constraints follow Equations (6)–(13).
The two-stage optimization model preferentially performs stage 1 on days when the predicted peak
load is expected to be updated. Otherwise, only stage 2 is performed.

3.3. Optimization Method for Two-Stage ESS-Scheduling

Linear programming (LP) is an optimization method for finding the solution of a problem where
the objective function and constraint appear as a linear function of state variables. In the case of
LP, the problem constraint can be classified into equality and inequality constraints. Sometimes it
is necessary to integerize state variables when solving practical problems. However, integerizing
state variables may affect other variables and may not satisfy the constraints. Mixed-integer linear
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programming (MILP) is one of the optimization methods for overcoming this problem. Similar to LP,
MILP can be used to obtain a solution to a problem where the objective function and the constraint
appear as a linear function of the state variable, but it is useful when the state variable contains an
integer [26].

In this paper, the proposed two-stage ESS-scheduling model includes integer variables. If these
variables are not integers (if you solve the problem with LP), they may affect ESS scheduling.
For example, variables that indicate the charge and discharge states of the ESS can affect ESS power
when it is not an integer. These variables mean charging and discharging at 1, and not at 0. However,
when it is not an integer, it does not know what state it represents. Therefore, the proposed model
solves the problem using MILP.

4. Case Study

4.1. Load Data

Fifteen-minute interval load data was used to obtain the predicted load data learned by machine
learning techniques. This load data was used during the summer (June–August) at Inha University in
Incheon, South Korea from July 2015–August 2017. We removed weekends and holidays to increase
the prediction accuracy because they have different consumption behaviors compared to weekdays.
We used 20 days (3–31 August 2017) at the end of the load data as the test data while the rest were
used as the training data. Figure 3 shows the training data used to predict the future load.
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4.2. Ensemble Learning Based Load Prediction

We use 100 bootstrap samples for bagging and set the options for random forest as follows:

ntree = 100, mtry = 2, nodesize = 6

where ntree denotes the number of trees (the number of bootstrap samples), mtry denotes the number
of predictors randomly used for each trees, and nodesize denotes the minimum size of terminal nodes.
The parameters used in the trend prediction are as follows:

Period = 5904, α = 0.9967874, β = 0.02922989, γ = 0.0632884

where Period denotes the period of the time series, and α, β, and γ refer to smoothing parameters.
Smoothing parameters are automatically chosen by minimizing the model’s training RMSE.

Figure 4 is a graph comparing the predicted values with the test data, and Table 1 is a comparison
of the accuracy of the predicted values. Bagging based on CTREE (Model 2) has the lowest RMSE,
MAE, and MAPE values and the best prediction among the three models. Surprisingly, the predicted
value of the random forest does not fit well, which seems to be the performance difference between the
general tree and RPART and CTREE. However, the prediction accuracy measure of the three models
seems not quite different. Above all, the three methods show better effects than DNN.
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Table 1. Accuracy based on test data.

Model. RMSE MAE MAPE (%)

Model 1 299.3747 227.1160 6.740471
Model 2 296.4163 225.8964 6.704895
Model 3 299.9798 227.8008 6.771545

DNN model 526.2574 419.8826 12.991492

4.3. Results of the Two-Stage ESS-Scheduling Model Using Machine Learning Load Prediction

4.3.1. Input Parameters for the Optimization Model

To validate the two-stage optimization model, data recorded from July 2015–August 2018 were
used as raw data for various machine learning techniques. Therefore, the methods were used to obtain
the predicted summer load data of Inha University. The rated power and rated capacity of the ESS
are 250 kW and 250 kWh, respectively. Both charging and discharging efficiency were 90%. Table 2
presents the input parameters for the optimization model.

Table 2. Configuration data for the optimization model.

Parameter Definition Value Parameter Definition Value

Cdem Demand Charges 6980 KRW/kW Ppeak,ini Initial Peak 5412.15
ηcha Charging Efficiency 90% SOCmax Maximum SOC 0.9
ηdha Discharging Efficiency 90% SOCmin Minimum SOC 0.1

Pcha,max Discharge Rated Power 250 kW SOCini Initial SOC 0.5
Pdch,max Charge Rated Power 250 kW SOC f in Final SOC 0.5

The proposed optimization model was implemented and simulated in a MATLAB environment
(R2018b, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The “intlinprog” solver in MATLAB was used
to solve the MILP optimization problem. In this problem, electric charges are the most important
factor in determining ESS scheduling. In addition, the demand charges are updated if the average
value of electricity usage for 15 min is greater than the initial peak load. Consequently, a simulation
was carried out every 15 min. This means that T = 96. In other word, it means that every 15 min of
simulation is repeated 96 times. In this case study, the demand charge was 6980 KRW/kW and energy
charges incurred are presented in Figure 5. These charges consist of off-peak, on-peak, middle peak,
45.3 KRW/kW from 23:00–09:00, 155.9 KRW/kW from 10:00–12:00 and 13:00–17:00, other times were
set at 90 KRW/kW, respectively, and they are based on tariffs provided by the Korea Electric Power
Corporation (KEPCO) [10].
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4.3.2. Two-Stage ESS-Scheduling Simulation Results

Figure 6 shows the predicted and actual loads on August 3, when the initial peak was updated.
These loads were used for optimization model simulations that were conducted. On this day, the
actual peak load is 5614.08 kW and load prediction models 1, 2, and 3 are 5474.60, 5302.70, and 5520.52
kW, respectively, except for model 2, which exceeds the initial peak value of 5412.15 kW. Therefore,
the load profile excluding model 2 would be applied to both stage 1 and stage 2, but only stage 2 would
be applied to model 2. Table 3 summarizes the simulation cases.
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Table 3. Simulation case.

Case
Simulation Conditions

Load Data Peak Load

Case 1 Real 5614.08 kW
Case 2 HW + Bagg_RPART (Model 1) 5474.60 kW
Case 3 HW + Bagg_CTREE (Model 2) 5302.70 kW
Case 4 HW+RF (Model 3) 5520.52 kW

Case 1

Case 1 shows the result of applying the two-stage algorithm to the actual load. In other words,
since the actual load is assumed to be the predicted load, the prediction error is 0%, which is the
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most ideal simulation result. Before applying the algorithm, the peak load on August 3 is 5614.08 kW,
and peak load after optimization is 5484.1 kW, which is 130 kW less than the peak load before
optimization. The peak load was distributed over a wide range of time; therefore, it was not possible to
reduce the rated output of ESS by 250 kW. These results are shown in Figure 7a,b. Figure 7c indicates
that the scheduled ESS operates with rated power. During times of peak load and high electricity rates,
ESS was discharged and at other times it was charged. Finally, Figure 7d shows SOC variation due to
ESS operation. Per unit (pu) is the current value divided by the nominal value. In other words, it has
a value between 0 and 1 under steady state conditions.
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Figure 7. Case 1 simulation results. (a) Actual load on August 3; (b) comparison actual load with load
after applying the two-stage algorithm; (c) ESS power; and (d) SOC.

Case 2

Cases 2–4 show the results of applying the two-stage algorithm to the predicted load. Among
them, the predicted load used in Case 2 is 6.74% for MAPE and 5474.60 kW for the estimated peak
load. The two-stage algorithm was applied because the predicted peak load is larger than the initial
peak load. Therefore, it has both the potential of reducing demand charges due to peak reduction and
energy charges through arbitrage trading.

Figure 8a shows the load before and after the algorithm was applied to the predicted load.
On the other hand, the result of applying the scheduled ESS output according to the predicted load
to actual load occurring on August 3 is shown in Figure 8b. When applied to the predicted load,
it was expected to be reduced by 62.5 kW to 5412.1 kW; however, it was found to be 5606.4 kW when
applied to the actual load. Scheduled ESS power and SOC according to the predicted load are shown
in Figure 8c,d, respectively.
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Figure 8. Case 2 simulation results. (a) Comparison of the predicted load with the actual load after
applying the two-stage algorithm; (b) comparison of the actual load with the recorded load after
applying the two-stage algorithm; (c) ESS power; and (d) SOC.

Case 3

Case 3 was simulated for the predicted load using Model 2. At this moment, the MAPE is
expected to be 6.7% and the peak load to be 5302.7 kW. However, contrary to Case 2, only Stage 2 was
applied because the predicted peak load was smaller than the initial peak load. Therefore, the ESS was
scheduled for arbitrage trading. Figure 9a shows the result of applying the scheduled ESS value to the
predicted load while Figure 9b shows the result when the scheduled ESS value was applied to the
actual load. Figure 9c,d show ESS power and SOC, respectively.
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Figure 9. Case 3 simulation results. (a) Comparison of the predicted load with the recorded load
after applying the two-stage algorithm; (b) comparison of the actual load with the recorded load after
applying the two-stage algorithm; (c) ESS power; and (d) SOC.

Case 4

The peak of the predicted load used in Case 4 is 5520.52 kW. Case 2 and two-stage algorithms
were applied. Figure 10a shows the results obtained before and after the two-stage algorithm was
applied to the predicted load. Figure 10b shows the result of applying the scheduled ESS value to the
actual load. After applying the algorithm, the peak load was expected to be 5412.2 kW. However, when
applied to the actual load, it was found to be 5606.4 kW. As in Cases 1–3, Figure 10c,d show the ESS
output and SOC.
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Figure 10. Case 4 simulation results. (a) Comparison between the predicted load and the recorded load
after applying the two-stage algorithm; (b) comparison between the actual load and the recorded load
after applying the two-stage algorithm; (c) ESS power; and (d) SOC.
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Table 4 summarizes the simulation results. The base case means electric charges on August 3 when
the ESS did not work. Case 1, which assumes a prediction error of 0%, is the lowest rate. In addition,
Case 3, which predicted that the peak load would be lower than the initial peak load, has the highest
demand charges. However, as Table 4 shows, the energy costs are all the same. Since ESS capacity is
smaller than the load, there is a limit to its participation in Stage 2.

Table 4. Simulation results.

Case
Simulation Results

Demand Charges Energy Charges Total Reduction Rate

Base Case 39,186,000 KRW 9,132,015 KRW/kW -
Case 1 38,279,000 KRW 9,106,000 KRW/kW 933,015 KRW
Case 2 39,132,672 KRW 9,106,000 KRW/kW 79,343 KRW
Case 3 39,186,000 KRW 9,106,000 KRW/kW 26,015 KRW
Case 4 39,132,672 KRW 9,106,000 KRW/kW 79,343 KRW

5. Conclusions and Future Works

This paper proposes a two-stage ESS scheduling model based on machine learning for predicting
electricity load. The proposed algorithm minimizes the ESS operator’s electricity bill by reducing
demand charges generated due to peak loads and energy charges caused due to electricity consumption.
From the results of the simulations conducted, we observed that the algorithm is dependent on the
predicted load and the electric rates. In addition, reducing demand charges is more profitable
than reducing energy charges. Hence, an economical two-stage ESS-scheduling operation requires
an accurate peak prediction.

We conducted load prediction using ensemble learning and Holt–Winters smoothing. It is widely
agreed that the best approach is to estimate the load by employing bagging which uses CTREE as
the base model (Model 2). It is a generally known fact that random forests are better than bagging.
Therefore, this result seems to be the result of the difference in the base model. Using CTREE model
as a base model in a random forest may lead to better results than this. Additionally, the load is
a variable that is highly influenced by the environment. Using weather variables such as temperature
and humidity and other specific variables relating to the load can be used to obtain a better model.
This is a more in-depth issue to be considered in a study on load prediction.

In this study, the specification of ESS was assumed to be 250 kW/250 kWh. As a future study,
we will further look into the economics of the two-stage algorithm by adding a technique for estimating
the optimal capacity of the ESS for the load profiles.
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